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Yard Managers on the mark!
OR MANY  years now

Johnston Racing has

organised its horses and

staff members into separate

‘yards’ under the leadership

of seven Yard Managers

who then report to the overall

management team. 

Each team has its own targets and the

Yard Managers are responsible for

motivating and managing their teams to

achieve those goals.

It's a system of distributive leadership

that has worked well, with healthy

competition among the various yards

helping to drive forward the continuing

success story of Johnston Racing.

You may recall that, just for fun, back

in April we asked our seven Yard

Managers to pick three horses to follow

from each of their yards. We are

delighted to say that the 21 selected

horses have, between them, notched up

17 wins in 2022 to date, and a sizeable

chunk of prize-money.

Each Yard Manager chalked up at least

one win across the season from their

selections, notwithstanding the obvious

difficulty of having to select horses in

March, especially in the case of the two-

year-olds, the majority of whom would

not have been asked any serious

questions in those early days of their

education as to what is required of them

on the racecourse.

Yard Manager John Campbell led the

way, with his selections Fairmac,

Nordhalla (pictured above) and Love De

Vega having all won at least once to give

John, who has since moved on, a total of

five 2022 wins from his trio. Andy

Larnach also did well, his picks landing

three wins, and he will no doubt point to

two narrow defeats for one of his

selections, Golden Flame, which, had the

Golden Horn colt prevailed, would have

F
seen him land five wins too!

Liam Conway, Rachel Fox-Barnett,

James Goodall and Kim McGiven each

scored two wins. And while Mairead

Heap enjoyed only one success, what a

success it was! Her choice of Royal

Patronage was the leading money-earner

among the 21 selections and produced the

best performance of all when finishing

second to the subsequent Derby winner,

Desert Crown, in the Group 2 Dante

Stakes at York.

Two of the 21 selections won three

times – Nordhalla and Andy Larnach’s

Pons Aelius, while Liam Conway’s

Explicit won two races in June.

We’re grateful to the Yard Managers

for taking the time to make their picks,

knowing how much they agonised over

their selections. As for next year, let us

know if you would like us to track the

selections on a regular basis across the

season.  

 BLOODSTOCK 

notebook
Make someone’s Christmas –  

send them a copy of Bloodstock Notebook. 

“I don’t read  
 Bloodstock  
 Notebook.”
 Consignor, Tattersalls October Yearling Sale, Book 4


